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his delight. Directed effort in throwing and bouncing the ball
help in developing muscle control. Other simple toys naturally
follow in the wake of these, but should be simple, substantial,
and waterproof, and they should often be scrubbed
Homemade toys are often far superior to those bought at
the store. A string of spools, large buttons safely strung so that
there is no chance for button swallowing, and other like things
may lend variety to baby's play.
And then there are the blocks that every baby loves by the
time he is a year old. These form a never-tiring pastime that
increases in interest and value as baby grows older. Plain white
blocks are usually better than colored ones. Any carpenter can
make a set of different shapes and sizes, and daddy, mother,
brother, or sister, can sandpaper them smooth. Colored ones
will delight baby, but should not be given him unless they are
waterproof and are kept clean.
The child of two or three years will enjoy most the toys that
daddy makes. A pattern drawn of cat or duck, then cut out
of cardboard, then with a coping saw cut out of the end of a
large grocery box, then glued to a standard on wheels made per-
haps of button molds,—and baby has a toy in which he will
greatly delight; or a box on the same kind of wheels, with a
string to pull, and again a valuable toy is added without ex-
pense. If a toy breaks, a careful mending will teach baby thrift,
A flimsy toy easily broken and as easily discarded for a new
one means defective character building.
Then finding a place for these toys and teaching as to proper
care of them develop an important element in baby's character ;
and, as he consents to let brother or sister play for a while with
some cherished toy, lessons in unselfishness are learned.
Finger Plays. These, too, are helpful,—yes, and toe plays
as well,—for what would baby do without these time-worn
"classics" ?
"This little pig went to market,
This little pig stayed home.'*
"Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker's man,
Bake me a cake as fast as you can."

